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What do you get when you have  imaginative, talkative and motivated music gurus around a 
table in a dive bar surrounded by beer? Not just a lot of fun but a business idea. 

In , while taking a vacation around Germany and searching for some underground fun, the 
famous five congregated in ‘mutter’ to go over how they spent their respective days in Hamburg. 
Two of them had met whilst record shopping at Back Records. After drawing lots over who should 
get the last copy in stock of ‘The Record’ by Fear, they agreed to convene later. Another two had 
come to the city together with their car and had spent the day listening to bands like Dezerter and 
smoking j’s by the Elbe Beach before undergoing a hazy pub crawl. The other was around 
Karolinenviertel all day discovering the designs and records the young people of Hamburg had to 
offer. 

By two beers each, the five had aligned and, although they didn’t know, business was about to 
begin. After returning to their hometowns and realising they were stuck in a rut, they reconnected 
and decided to set up shop in the city that treated them so well. Thus begun Dvě piva.

ONCE UPON A TIME



Dvě piva is an initiative that is looking to delve into less 
developed markets and bring them closer to the mainstream. 
We are a Hamburg-based management company that wants to 
tap into a fairly untouched niche in the German music market; 
Eastern European bands. Our goal is to help these bands break 
into the Western European music scene by aligning artists with 
suitable German/Western European record labels, publishers 
and booking agencies (relative to attitude, genre et al). We also 
deal with tour management and delegate responsibility for each 
band. Our company likes diversity and swears on quality over 
the quantity, so for now, we took on board a DJ, a cover band 
and talented band who we give our full focus to.

WHAT IS DVÉ PIVA



Germany, Hamburg: Neuer Pferdemarkt 

The best beer in town can be found at Neuer 
Pferdemarkt . The lovely people of Reeperbahn 

Festival could not resist our charm, so they adopted 
us and invited us to  move from a friend’s living 

room to their crazy house  in one of the most 
alternative and lively parts of Hamburg.

LOCATION



West meets East
 

It’s not a secret that best businesses usually start over a beer. 
Dvě piva stands for two beers and in this case, Western 

European music scene is making a toast to the most exciting 
Eastern European music acts. Our management company 

takes on the most talented foreign artists and efficiently beds 
them with record labels, publishers and booking agencies in 

our area. With the help of our vast network, we organize 
crazy concert tours and help those rather exotic artists break 

through in the frisky Western music scene.

MISSION/VISION



❧ A&R + Artist Development Department
❧ Communications Department

❧ Tour Management + Booking Agencies
Communication 

❧ Financial Department + Accountancy 

COMPANY STRUCTURE



Dvě piva is looking to manage Eastern European bands that are not fulfilling their 
utmost potential in their home country, and bring them to Germany where there is an 
ever increasing demand for alternative bands ranging from synth-pop to punk. We want 
to build trust between our company and the artists and prefer to have a hands-on, 
involved management style that is based on friendship, passion and trust. Dvě piva is 
determined to have a strong bond with their clients to be a powerful driving force in the 
German music industry and bring a more eastern sound landscape, that is still fairly 
unique in Germany and countries in the west of Europe.

As we are looking for young talents, we believe that they have potential to develop in 
many ways. Changing style and developing sound throughout the career of the band is 
not necessarily a negative thing to do, or "selling out" to the mainstream. So we 
encourage our artists to go further into the water where they can barely stand to 
discover the depths and discover their artistic potential. It may be scary and frustrating, 
however has proven again and again that it triggers creative masterpieces. A great 
example for this is David Bowie. He reinvented himself several times, with great success. 
We want to take care of our clients to an extent where they can fully focus on their 
creative processes and most importantly on their music.

A&R + Development Department
-NICOLAS-



The communication department consists of Richard and Yannick, who have 
great social skills. They are not afraid to work with e-mails, whatsapp or  
other communication channels. Richard has a lot of knowledge about 
publicity and getting artists out there, with a big network in Hamburg. 
Richard is an important part of our communication. Yannick will focus at 
promoting our bands, he has done a lot of volunteer work at events in the 
Netherlands, which will be useful for promoting our bands

Richard and Yannick will take responsibility for the relationships between 
publishing companies and record labels. Richard knows quite a lot of the 
industry as an independent singer songwriter he is able to negotiate and 
make friends at the same time. Yannick works at a record shop and know 
how to sell music, with this experiences combined our communication 
department is well occupied.

Communications Department 
-YANNICK, RICHARD-



Our Tour Management Department manages concert tours for bands (yes, simple as that), connects 
them with the right booking agencies in our territory and collaborates with their booking agents for 
tour planning. Eastern Europeans are known for their great hospitality, so we make sure our artists 
get the right treatment when touring in other parts of Europe as well. 

Eva is the enthusiastic traveller of our team. She has been around, used all crazy forms of transport 
to get around Europe, got into all kinds of weird situations (with bands and on her own) and always 
got smoothly out of it. She knows the way, the territory, the people, the procedures, our bands and 
she is passionate about it. Her tasks include taking care of booking all the accommodation, transport, 
equipment and crew involved with the tour. She is usually the one touring with our bands or she 
finds the perfect tour manager that goes on the road with them. Tour managers deals with all the 
day-to day problems as they arise on tour and sometimes need to act as tour moms/dads who help 
manage all of the emotional ups and downs and demands of life on the road. Usually, they are also 
tour accountants - producing budgets, picking up cash for performances and paying suppliers and 
other expenses as the tour progresses. 

Managing a concert tour means working with various venue managers, promoters, travel agents, 
band members, sound and lighting technicians, sound engineers, tour bus drivers, the road crew and 
sometimes even groupies. Therefore, a tour manager needs to be someone who is patient, proactive, 
organized, decisive, a forward-thinker and can multitask.

Tour Management 
+ Booking Agencies Communication 

-EVA-



Due to his previous expertise within the financial field, Timothy was 
the clear option to manage the Dve Piva’s finances. His know how and 
past experience will give us a solid financial stability and a base to 
fulfill our  objectives and reach our targets, whilst keeping a tight grip 
on our finances. Timothy has a special ability that enables him to 
foresee and forecast monetary gains based on micro and macro 
influences. He is the most astute on the general goings on in the 
business world and is able to adapt this to our niche and assure a 
strong and reliable budget for the rest of the team to base their work 
on.

Financial Department + Accountancy
-TIMOTHY-



❧ DJ: Sadesh

❧ COVER BAND: Mordred

❧ BAND: Propabandalarga

A&R



DJ: SADESH

Origin: Bucharest, Romania
Genre: Minimal techno (related artists: Ricardo Villalobos , Raresh, Rhadoo, Mandar)
Age: 



❧  Bio
Sadesh is a Romanian electronic music producer and DJ. He is well-known for his work in the minimal 
techno and microhouse genres.
 
Sadesh was born in the capital Romania, Bucharest, in the year .  When Sadesh was around  or  
he started to play conga and bongos. Though he loved music, he could never see himself as a musician. 
In the late eighties he began to make electronic music. From a very young age he has been a big fan of 
Depeche Mode, even following their tours around Europe to listen to them.
 
Sadesh takes much of his inspiration from Depeche Mode, as well as other artists such as Daniel Miller, 
Thomas Melchior, Baby Ford, Daniel Bell and Andrew Weatherall. He has also taken inspiration from 
rhythmic South American music.

Sadesh began to play his music at parties while he was studying at university, but this was only for his 
own enjoyment. He started a label, Placid Flavour, in  but this was unsuccessful. His first record was 
released on the German Playhouse label in  and he began DJing as a professional in , and is in 
present times regarded as one of the most important minimal DJs in Europe, alongside other talented 
Romanian DJs and producers.
 
❧ Sources of income: 
- for the DJ: recording (one record), performing ( -  EUR in his local area, -  EUR outside 
of his country), writing/composition, merch (T-shirts, caps, lighters, stickers)
- for us: fixed management fee ( % from his income), % cut from the merch



❧ MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR SADESH:

Sadesh main selling point is  his persona; nowadays the DJ figure is being contemplated more and more. 
A set of consistent high quality sets, a strong social media presence and steady releases on regarded 
underground labels are key to the development and success of an artist. Nowadays DJs are booked if 
they have quality productions, and for Sadesh this has to be the main focus. Once a DJ’ production 
reputation starts to flourish,  gigs follow quite rapidly. Social media also has a strong role for a DJ to be 
successful, being in contact with your fans and having a regular presence is key to keeping  awareness up. 
There are several kind of gigs that can lead a DJ to establishment, you have the small local and regular 
club nights which are key to get a local fan-base and followers. Depending on whether there is an entry 
fee, door deals will be established with the venue. If the entrance is free, a lump sum will be agreed prior 
to the performance and, in both cases, promotional duties will be shared by the venue and 
management. Then you have national scale gigs which are important to gain recognition within the 
national territory, where ticketing will again be established with the venue; and then you have big scale 
events and festivals (DGTL, Dekmantel, Time Warp) where people from all over the world come to 
attend the event. These gigs are key to gain international awareness and followers. A combination of the 
above guarantees success.

Another crowdfunding option that can apply to a DJ is via online performance. Given the rise of 
digitisation in production and interactions, it is simple to able to live stream a DJ set. By implementing 
crowdfunding video services such as Patreon and Twitch, augmented methods of monetisation is set up. 
Sadesh can occasionally perform live sets online to fans and they can opt to pay a subscription fee or 
make one-off donations if they enjoy what they see and hear. 



Here are a few examples of events / festivals we want Sadesh to play:

❧ El Row - Barcelona
❧ Weather Festival - Paris
❧ Dekmantel - Amsterdam
❧ DGTL - Amsterdam
❧ Dimensions - Croatia
❧ Sonar - Barcelona
❧ Roadhouse - Geiselwind
❧ Grüne Sonne auf Reisen - Berlin
❧ WinterWorld - Rheinstetten
❧ Sterne & Bass - Berlin
❧ Ruhr in Love - Oberhausen
❧ Electrisize - Erkelenz
❧ Panama Open Air - Bonn
❧ Twin Lakes - Leißnitz
❧ Nature One - Kastellaun
❧ Awakenings - Eindhoven



COVER BAND: Mordred

Origin: Klaipėda, Lithuania
Genre: Medieval Folk
Band members: 
• Tuvia Belesic - Band leader, bagpipes, gusli, tromba marina, hurdy-gurdy
• and vocals
• Chaya Garmash - Flutes and shawms
• Aron Adamovich - Gusli, cister, rebec, shawms and vocals
• Shimon Kovalyuki - Lute and cisters
• Arkady Romanchuk - Drums, percussion and tromba marina
• Zus Volesky - Drums and percussion



❧ Bio
Formed in , Mordred is a Lithuanian six piece cover band, whose speciality is medieval folk. 
They play a variety of traditional Eastern Europe songs from between the th and th centuries, 
as well as a selection of contemporary modern songs that audiences worldwide will recognize. The 
current band line-up comprises of:
 
The concept of Mordred is wholly authentic. It combines specific Eastern European traditions and 
traditional instruments with the music of today. In a world where applying a medieval concept has 
been an ongoing trend  for the last decade or so with the success of the Lord of the Rings and, in 
present day, Game of Thrones, bands like Mordred are bound to thrive. Everything about the band 
is inspired by this generation, even the name (taken from King Arthur folklore). The idea to cover 
contemporary songs as well as traditional folk songs could prove to be a unique selling point 
worldwide, while it certainly is in their native Lithuania. At first, the region of Europe will be 
exploited but with such a creative concept, there is potential to have the band perform around the 
world.
 
❧ Sources of income:
- for the band: recording (one record), performing (  EUR in Poland,    EUR here), 
merchandise (horn drinking cups, complimentary medieval linen shirts with band logo, horned 
drinking cups with logo, and jester hats)
- for us: fixed management fee ( % from his income), % cut from the merchandise



❧ MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR MORDRED:

For Mordred, the novelty is definitely the selling point. Based on the traditional folk concept mixed 
with contemporary music, the priority is to book the band for as many festivals and functions as 
possible. There is a wide range of different locations around the continent that the band would be 
suitable for, given the unique concept and the current, unwavering popularity of medieval lore. The 
most suitable of these locations is medieval and renaissance festivals (a list of examples is supplied 
below). Festivals tend to be less profitable than standalone shows and we will charge a fixed fee 
for each festival depending on the set length. With a large range of different markets to play in and 
large accumulated audiences, there are a lot of incentives to play these festivals, primarily to 
increase the band’s exposure. Mordred are also available for functions, primarily general 
celebrations such as birthday parties, weddings and other such events. These events prove to be 
essential towards a cover band’s earnings, especially special events such as weddings, with many 
bands charging at least  figure fees. As well as these options, if an appropriate party comes 
forward, the band are also available for more professional functions. Merchandise will also be 
available at the band’s shows, all of which having an ancient twist e.g. horns used as cups, helmets, 
traditional clothing. Also available for purchase will be recorded material featuring an eclectic range 
of rock covers played by the band’s traditional instruments. 
 
 



Here is a few examples of festivals we want Mordred to play:

❧ La Cité médiévale de Provins - France
❧ Romans & Carthaginians - Spain
❧ Renaissance Festival - Croatia
❧ Störtebeker Medieval Games - Germany
❧ Obidos Medieval Festival - Portugal
❧ Englands’ Medieval Festival- England

 

All of these festivals are held during the 
course of the year, allowing for Mordred to 
have a variety in countries visited without 
having a clustered schedule. For artists who 
play original material, the majority of suitable 
festivals tends to be during the summer, 
which means that the period is extremely 
busy. However, in the case of Mordred, there 
is no such period, with all of the festivals 
being spread across the year rather than a  
month period.



BAND: Propabandalarga

Origin:  Trzebinia, Poland
Genre:  Gypsy punk, folk ska
Band members: 
• Marek Gorsky - akordeon, vocal
• Pavel Pydynkowski - guitar, vocal 
• Piotr Blasz / Adam Ruda - drums, darbuka 
• Radost Milika - saxophone, vocal 
• Ivan Rovnic- bass, mikrokorg keyboard



❧ Bio
Propabandalarga is a group/ensemble whose main inspiration is folk music from 
Central-Eastern Europe. The musical journey goes through Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, 
Romania, the Balkans as well as the entire musical tradition of gypsies. The stage's 
mood is absolutely set by livestock taken from Emir Kusturicy's films. The wall of 
audio-visual energy with which the listener clashes, not letting him to sit at the concert, 
and within seconds carries them to a gypsy party. The work of Propabandalarga is crazy 
folk contrived in a contemporary way, which widens the reach and makes it so that the 
music is understood by a wide group of viewers. 
 
 
❧ Sources of income:
- for the band: recording (one record), performing (  EUR in Czech Republic,  
EUR in the West), writing/composing, merch (T-shirts, beer openers), sponsorship 
+endorsement coming in the future
- for us: fixed management fee ( % from his income), % cut from merch
 



❧ MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR PROPABANDALARGA - crowdfunding:

The band is an incredible crowd pleaser and thrives with the energy of the audience. For 
that Propabandalarga wants to reward their fans and has a variety of interactive 
merchandise that can be used at their concerts. For example an ancient looking blow 
horn with the band’s name and logo on it. This toy has proven to be quite successful 
among die heart fans, as Propabandalarga has a song that requires the audience to blow 
the horn. Also funny hats and t shirts are being sold at shows and festivals to provide for 
a cash flow. Nonetheless, this is not enough at times and we came up with a plan to 
crowdfund production and tour management.
We want to offer fans and donors alike to profit from their donation and involvement 
and will not only give away free merchandise but also organize a meet-n-greet session 
for fans to hang out with the band in a very personal and intimate atmosphere. We 
believe that having a strong bond between the band and the fans will create a long 
lasting profitable relationship, and will provide for ongoing opportunities to visit the 
concerts.
The crowdfunding will commence through crowdcrux.com this website specializes in 
crowdfunding music projects and bands. We will also advertise the crowdfunding on a 
special radio crowdfunding tour, at concerts and festivals too. 



Here is a list of festivals we want Propabandalarga to play:

❧ Chiemsee Summer Festival
❧ Immer Gut Festival
❧ Soundgarden on the Rocks
❧ Impuls Festival
❧ Ruhrpott Ska Explosion
❧ Transmediale
❧ Skarneval: Koblenz
❧ Akkordeonale
❧ Bierschinken eats FZW
❧ Junge Stereopark Festival unplugged
❧ Punk & Disorderly Festival
❧ Freedom Sounds Festival
❧ Got to Gö Festival

❧ Jazzfest Gronau
❧ Hunteburger Open Air

❧ Acker Kult festival
❧ Dirtmasters Festival

❧ Ruhr International - Das Fest der Kulturen
❧ Kokopelli Festival

❧ Folkfestival
❧ Polkabeats

❧ Umsonst und Draussen am Lindenhain
❧ Festival e continent

❧ Propsteifestival Johannesberg
❧ Django Reinhardt Festival
❧ Helmerkämper Open Air

❧ Kulturflut
❧ Come gether Festival



*Management agreements for each of our artists are in the appendix



Appendix 

 

Management Agreement 

 

1) DJ: SADESH 
  

MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

  

THE ARTIST: 

Mirza Koreman - Sadesh 

Bucashnit 77 

Bucharest, Romania. 

  

  

AND 

  

THE MANAGER: 

Dvě Piva Management 

Neuer Pferdemarkt 1 

20359 Hamburg, Germany 

  

This Agreement is entered into on December 14, 2016 by and between the Manager: Dvě Piva                

Management with address at Neuer Pferdemarkt 1, 20359 Hamburg, Germany and the Artist:             

Sadesh, Bucashnit 77 , Bucharest, Romania. 
  

The duration of the contract is indefinite, with re-evaluations occurring on an annual basis, the               

first one after a year (December 14, 2017). If either party is deemed to not be performing in their                   

role to the standards of what has been set in the contract, the affected party has the right to                   

nullify the contract. 

Contract 

1. The Artist wishes to obtain advice, guidance, counsel and direction in the development of               

artists’ career. 

2. The Manager is qualified to render such advice, guidance, counsel and direction to the Artist. 

Territory 

1. Dvě Piva Management company is responsible for the Artist’ activities in the following              

(European) countries: Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, Poland, France,         

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Scotland, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Croatia,         

Montenegro, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belarus, Russia, Litva, Lithuania, Estonia, Spain,           

Portugal, San Marino, Italy, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Albania, Greece. 



2. Dvě Piva Management is the Artist’s principal manager and has the right to appoint third-party                

managers in foreign territories (e.g. for the Australia, Asian territory etc.). Therefore, Dvě Piva              

Management as the Manager takes half the commission rate in those territories where there is a                

separate manager. 

Tasks 

1. Tasks Of The Manager 

1.1 The Manager’s duties are to fully devote themselves to the Artist’s career and to do all the                  

things necessary and desirable to promote Artist’s career and earnings therefrom. 

1.2 It is required of Dvě Piva Management to secure deals with recording companies, publishing               

deals, booking agencies and music instruments manufacturers. Moreover, Dvě Piva Management           

will be required to advise the Artist on music recording process, publishing music, cover art and                

packaging. 

1.3 The Manager agrees to represent the Artist and act as the Artist's negotiator, to fix the terms                  

governing all manner of disposition and argumentation, use, employment or exploitation of the             

Artist's talents and the products thereof. 

1.4 The Manager agrees to supervise the Artist's professional employment and development            

within Dvě Piva Management. 

1.5 The Manager promises to do its best to be available at most times and places to confer with                   

the Artist in connection with all matters concerning the Artist's professional career, business             

interests, employment, publicity and personal life. However, costs and expenses of unappointed            

travels are paid by the Artist, but if said costs and expenses are paid by Manager, the full amount                   

of such costs and expenses shall be recoupable from the Artist in the agreed time. 

1.6 The Manager represents and protects the Artist in all dealings with any unions or guilds. 

1.7 The Manager agrees to deal with all aspects of the artist’s meetings, studio time, tour schedule                 

and public appearance schedule. 

1.8 The Manager agrees to exploit all marketing opportunities and mitigate any damaging events              

or rumours on behalf of the Artist. 

1.9 The Manager shall, during the agreement, collect all income on behalf of the Artist and pay it                  

into a bank account exclusively dedicated to the Artist. The Manager shall only use funds               

deposited in such account for purposes directly connected to the Artist’s career. 

1.10 The Manager shall consult regularly with the Artist and keep the Artist informed of all                

substantial activity undertaken by the Manager on the Artist's behalf, and discuss the Artist’s              

career development generally and to periodically offer constructive criticism. 

1.11 The Manager agrees to maintain records of all transactions affecting the Artist’s career and to                

send the Artist a statement within 30 days of the end of each calendar quarter disclosing all                 



income, the source of income, expenses, commission and other debts and liabilities arising during              

the preceeding three months. 

2. Tasks of the Artist 

2.1 The Artist appoints the Manager as the Artist's sole personal representative, manager and              

advisor for the term of this agreement and any renewals. 

2.2 The Artist agrees to seek advice, guidance, counsel and direction from the Manager exclusively               

and agrees not to engage any other agent, representative or manager to render similar services. 

2.3 The Artist agrees not to perform said services on the Artist's own behalf or negotiate, accept                 

or execute any agreement concerning the Artist's career as a musician, recording or performing              

artist without the Manager's prior consent. 

2.4 The Artist agrees to attend punctually all appointments and to keep the Manager reasonably               

informed of the Artist’s whereabouts and availability at all times. 

2.5 The Artist agrees not to sign, accept, endorse, collect or deliver any bills, cheques and notes                 

without the consultation with the Manager, and also to reveal to the Manager all income including                

but not limited to public performance income, touring overages and radio and television             

appearance monies paid directly to the Artist. 

2.6 The Artist agrees to carry out to the best of the Artist’s ability and in punctual and sober                   

manner all reasonable agreements, engagements, performances and promotional activities         

obtained or approved by the Manager. 

2.7 The Artist agrees not to approve or permit any publicity and advertising without consulting it                

with the Manager first. 

2.8 The Artist approves the Manager to use the Artist’s name, photographs, audios, sound effects,               

caricatures, literary, artistic and musical materials for purposes of advertising and publicity in the              

promotion and advertising of any and all products and services. 

2.9 The Artist authorises the Manager to execute for the Artist in the Artist's name and/or on the                  

Artist’s behalf any agreements, documents and contracts provided that the Artist has been             

apprised of the material terms. 

2.10 The Artist expressly agrees that the Artist will not exert any of the powers granted to the                  

Manager by the foregoing power of attorney without the express prior consent of the Manager.               

All sums and considerations payable to the Artist by reason of the Artist's artistic endeavors shall                

be paid to the Manager on the Artist's behalf. 

Commision Rate and Term 

1. The Manager will retain from the Artist's gross monthly earnings at the of each calendar month                 

during the term hereof or any renewal, a sum of money equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the                  



Artist's gross monthly earnings (plus any applicable taxes, except merchandise) and the Artist             

hereby assigns to the Manager an interest in such earnings to the extent of said percentage. 

2. The term "gross monthly earnings" as used in this agreement, refers to the total of all earnings,                  

whether in the form of advances, salary, bonuses, royalties or any other kind or type of income                 

which is reasonably related to the Artist's career in the entertainment, amusement, music             

recording, songwriting, music publishing, live performance in which the Artist's artistic talents are             

developed and exploited, received from any person, firm or corporation on the Artist's behalf. 

3. With the merchandise we have a different deal, as a label we will invest in the merchandise, the                   

Artist will not invest any of its own money. Dvě Piva will take the risk and therefore claims a bigger                    

Percentage of 40% of the net profit made of the merchandise.  

 

4. The Manager acknowledges that it shall have no rights in or to any stage or professional names                  

of the Artist. The Artist shall have and retain exclusive control over artistic and creative matters,                

provided the Manager shall be consulted on all such matters. 

General Agreements 

1. The term of this agreement is for undetermined time. The Artist hereby grants to the Manager                 

two irrevocable consecutive options to extend the term of this agreement for two periods of two                

years each upon all the terms and conditions thereof. The manager is free to terminate the                

contract if the artist does not apply to its tasks. 

 

2. If the artist splits up with the management company it owns the company 15% of Gross income                  

for the first year, 10% the second year and 5% the third year after the moment they break up.  

 

3. If the artist breaks up with the management four years after signing this contract the artist                 

owns 10% of gross income the first two years. 

4. The percentage will be of the following actions. 

a) Anything created during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

b) Anything recorded during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

c) Anything released during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

Signature 

 

Hamburg, 14. 12. 2016 

 

Dvě Piva Management 

Representative: Timothy Feraboli 

 

Artist: DJ Sadesh 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2) THE COVER BAND: MORDRED 
  

MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

  

THE ARTIST: 

Mordred 

(representative: Tuvia Belesic) 

Kernastraat 21 

Kernavé, Lithuanian 

  

  

AND 

  

THE MANAGER: 

Dvě Piva Management 

Neuer Pferdemarkt 1 

20359 Hamburg, Germany 

  

This Agreement is entered into on December 15, 2017 by and between the Manager: Dvě Piva                

Management with address at Neuer Pferdemarkt 1, 20359 Hamburg, Germany and the Artist:             

Tuvia Belesic (Mordred), Kernastraat 21, Kernavé, Lithuanian. 
  

The duration of the contract is indefinite, with re-evaluations occurring on an annual basis, the               

first one after a year (December 15, 2017). If either party is deemed to not be performing in their                   

role to the standards of what has been set in the contract, the affected party has the right to                   

nullify the contract. 

Contract 

1. The Artist wishes to obtain advice, guidance, counsel and direction in the development of               

artists’ career. 

2. The Manager is qualified to render such advice, guidance, counsel and direction to the Artist. 

Territory 

1. Dvě Piva Management company is responsible for the Artist’ activities in the following              

(European) countries: Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, France, Denmark,         

Norway, Sweden, Finland, Scotland, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Ukraine, Romania,          

Belarus, Russia, Spain, Portugal, San Marino, Italy, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary. 

2. Dvě Piva Management is the Artist’s principal manager and has the right to appoint third-party                

managers in foreign territories (e.g. for the Australia, Asian territory etc.). Therefore, Dvě Piva              



Management as the Manager takes half the commission rate in those territories where there is a                

separate manager. 

Tasks 

1. Tasks Of The Manager 

1.1 The Manager’s duties are to fully devote themselves to the Artist’s career and to do all the                  

things necessary and desirable to promote Artist’s career and earnings therefrom. 

1.2 It is required of Dvě Piva Management to secure deals with recording companies, publishing               

deals, booking agencies and music instruments manufacturers. Moreover, Dvě Piva Management           

will be required to advise the Artist on music recording process, publishing music, cover art and                

packaging. 

1.3 The Manager agrees to represent the Artist and act as the Artist's negotiator, to fix the terms                  

governing all manner of disposition and argumentation, use, employment or exploitation of the             

Artist's talents and the products thereof. 

1.4 The Manager agrees to supervise the Artist's professional employment and development            

within Dvě Piva Management. 

1.5 The Manager promises to do its best to be available at most times and places to confer with                   

the Artist in connection with all matters concerning the Artist's professional career, business             

interests, employment, publicity and personal life. However, costs and expenses of unappointed            

travels are paid by the Artist, but if said costs and expenses are paid by Manager, the full amount                   

of such costs and expenses shall be recoupable from the Artist in the agreed time. 

1.6 The Manager represents and protects the Artist in all dealings with any unions or guilds. 

1.7 The Manager agrees to deal with all aspects of the artist’s meetings, studio time, tour schedule                 

and public appearance schedule. 

1.8 The Manager agrees to exploit all marketing opportunities and mitigate any damaging events              

or rumours on behalf of the Artist. 

1.9 The Manager shall, during the agreement, collect all income on behalf of the Artist and pay it                  

into a bank account exclusively dedicated to the Artist. The Manager shall only use funds               

deposited in such account for purposes directly connected to the Artist’s career. 

1.10 The Manager shall consult regularly with the Artist and keep the Artist informed of all                

substantial activity undertaken by the Manager on the Artist's behalf, and discuss the Artist’s              

career development generally and to periodically offer constructive criticism. 

1.11 The Manager agrees to maintain records of all transactions affecting the Artist’s career and to                

send the Artist a statement within 30 days of the end of each calendar quarter disclosing all                 

income, the source of income, expenses, commission and other debts and liabilities arising during              

the preceeding three months. 



2. Tasks of the Artist 

2.1 The Artist appoints the Manager as the Artist's sole personal representative, manager and              

advisor for the term of this agreement and any renewals. 

2.2 The Artist agrees to seek advice, guidance, counsel and direction from the Manager exclusively               

and agrees not to engage any other agent, representative or manager to render similar services. 

2.3 The Artist agrees not to perform said services on the Artist's own behalf or negotiate, accept                 

or execute any agreement concerning the Artist's career as a musician, recording or performing              

artist without the Manager's prior consent. 

2.4 The Artist agrees to attend punctually all appointments and to keep the Manager reasonably               

informed of the Artist’s whereabouts and availability at all times. 

2.5 The Artist agrees not to sign, accept, endorse, collect or deliver any bills, cheques and notes                 

without the consultation with the Manager, and also to reveal to the Manager all income including                

but not limited to public performance income, touring overages and radio and television             

appearance monies paid directly to the Artist. 

2.6 The Artist agrees to carry out to the best of the Artist’s ability and in punctual and sober                   

manner all reasonable agreements, engagements, performances and promotional activities         

obtained or approved by the Manager. 

2.7 The Artist agrees not to approve or permit any publicity and advertising without consulting it                

with the Manager first. 

2.8 The Artist approves the Manager to use the Artist’s name, photographs, audios, sound effects,               

caricatures, literary, artistic and musical materials for purposes of advertising and publicity in the              

promotion and advertising of any and all products and services. 

2.9 The Artist authorises the Manager to execute for the Artist in the Artist's name and/or on the                  

Artist’s behalf any agreements, documents and contracts provided that the Artist has been             

apprised of the material terms. 

2.10 The Artist expressly agrees that the Artist will not exert any of the powers granted to the                  

Manager by the foregoing power of attorney without the express prior consent of the Manager.               

All sums and considerations payable to the Artist by reason of the Artist's artistic endeavors shall                

be paid to the Manager on the Artist's behalf. 

Commision Rate and Term 

1. The Manager will retain from the Artist's gross monthly earnings at the of each calendar month                 

during the term hereof or any renewal, a sum of money equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the                  

Artist's gross monthly earnings (plus any applicable taxes, except Merchandise) and the Artist             

hereby assigns to the Manager an interest in such earnings to the extent of said percentage. 

2. The term "gross monthly earnings" as used in this agreement, refers to the total of all earnings,                  

whether in the form of advances, salary, bonuses, royalties or any other kind or type of income                 



which is reasonably related to the Artist's career in the entertainment, amusement, music             

recording, songwriting, music publishing, live performance in which the Artist's artistic talents are             

developed and exploited, received from any person, firm or corporation on the Artist's behalf. 

3. With the Merchandise we have a different deal, as a label we will invest in the merchandise, the                   

Artist will not invest any of its own money. Dvě piva will take the risk and therefore claims a bigger                    

Percentage of 40% of the net profit made of the merchandise.  

 

4. The Manager acknowledges that it shall have no rights in or to any stage or professional names                  

of the Artist. The Artist shall have and retain exclusive control over artistic and creative matters,                

provided the Manager shall be consulted on all such matters. 

General Agreements 

1. The term of this agreement is for undetermined time. The Artist hereby grants to the Manager                 

two irrevocable consecutive options to extend the term of this agreement for two periods of two                

years each upon all the terms and conditions thereof. The manager is free to terminate the                

contract if the artist does not apply to its tasks. 

 

2. If the artist splits up with the management company it owns the company 15% of Gross income                  

for the first year, 10% the second year and 5% the third year after the moment they break up.  

 

3. If the artist breaks up with the management four years after signing this contract the artist                 

owns 10% of gross income the first two years. 

4. The percentage will be of the following actions. 

d) Anything created during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

e) Anything recorded during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

f) Anything released during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

Signature 

 

Hamburg, 15. 12. 2016 

 

Dvě Piva Management 

Represented by: Richard Cejer 

 

Artist: Mordred 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3) THE BAND: PROPABANDALARGA 
 

MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

 

THE ARTIST: 

Propabandalarga 

(Marek Gorsky, Pavel Pydynkowski, Piotr Blasz, Adam Ruda, Radost Milika, Ivan Rovnic; 

Represented by Marek Gorsky) 

Dąbrowskiego 31 

Trzebinia, Poland 

 

AND 

 

THE MANAGER: 

Dvě Piva Management 

Neuer Pferdemarkt 1 

20359 Hamburg, Germany 

 

This Agreement is entered into on December 10, 2017 by and between the Manager: Dvě Piva                

Management with address at Neuer Pferdemarkt 1, 20359 Hamburg, Germany and the Artist:             

Marek Gorsky (Propabandalarga), Dąbrowskiego 31, Trzebinia, Poland. 
 

The duration of the contract is indefinite, with re-evaluations occurring on an annual basis, the               

first one after a year (December 10, 2017). If either party is deemed to not be performing in their                   

role to the standards of what has been set in the contract, the affected party has the right to                   

nullify the contract. 

 

Contract 

1. The Artist wishes to obtain advice, guidance, counsel and direction in the development of               

artists’ career. 

2. The Manager is qualified to render such advice, guidance, counsel and direction to the Artist. 

Territory 

1. Dvě Piva Management company is responsible for the Artist’ activities in the following              

(European) countries: Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, France, Denmark,         

Norway, Sweden, Finland, Scotland, Switzerland, Austria, Litva, Lithuania, Spain, Portugal, San           

Marino, Italy, Slovakia, Hungary, Greece. 

2. Dvě Piva Management is the Artist’s principal manager and has the right to appoint third-party                

managers in foreign territories (e.g. for the American, Asian territory etc.). Therefore, Dvě Piva              



Management as the Manager takes half the commission rate in those territories where there is a                

separate manager. 

Tasks 

1. Tasks Of The Manager 

1.1 The Manager’s duties are to fully devote themselves to the Artist’s career and to do all the                  

things necessary and desirable to promote Artist’s career and earnings therefrom. 

1.2 It is required of Dvě Piva Management to secure deals with recording companies, publishing               

deals, booking agencies and music instruments manufacturers. Moreover, Dvě Piva Management           

will be required to advise the Artist on music recording process, publishing music, cover art and                

packaging.  

1.3 The Manager agrees to represent the Artist and act as the Artist's negotiator, to fix the terms                  

governing all manner of disposition and argumentation, use, employment or exploitation of the             

Artist's talents and the products thereof. 

1.4 The Manager agrees to supervise the Artist's professional employment and development            

within Dvě Piva Management. 

1.5 The Manager promises to do its best to be available at most times and places to confer with                   

the Artist in connection with all matters concerning the Artist's professional career, business             

interests, employment, publicity and personal life. However, costs and expenses of unappointed            

travels are paid by the Artist, but if said costs and expenses are paid by Manager, the full amount                   

of such costs and expenses shall be recoupable from the Artist in the agreed time. 

1.6 The Manager represents and protects the Artist in all dealings with any unions or guilds. 

1.7 The Manager agrees to deal with all aspects of the artist’s meetings, studio time, tour schedule                 

and public appearance schedule. 

1.8 The Manager agrees to exploit all marketing opportunities and mitigate any damaging events              

or rumours on behalf of the Artist. 

1.9 The Manager shall, during the agreement, collect all income on behalf of the Artist and pay it                  

into a bank account exclusively dedicated to the Artist. The Manager shall only use funds               

deposited in such account for purposes directly connected to the Artist’s career. 

1.10 The Manager shall consult regularly with the Artist and keep the Artist informed of all                

substantial activity undertaken by the Manager on the Artist's behalf, and discuss the Artist’s              

career development generally and to periodically offer constructive criticism. 

1.11 The Manager agrees to maintain records of all transactions affecting the Artist’s career and to                

send the Artist a statement within 30 days of the end of each calendar quarter disclosing all                 

income, the source of income, expenses, commission and other debts and liabilities arising during              

the preceeding three months. 



2. Tasks of the Artist 

2.1 The Artist appoints the Manager as the Artist's sole personal representative, manager and              

advisor for the term of this agreement and any renewals. 

2.2 The Artist agrees to seek advice, guidance, counsel and direction from the Manager exclusively               

and agrees not to engage any other agent, representative or manager to render similar services. 

2.3 The Artist agrees not to perform said services on the Artist's own behalf or negotiate, accept                 

or execute any agreement concerning the Artist's career as a musician, recording or performing              

artist without the Manager's prior consent. 

2.4 The Artist agrees to attend punctually all appointments and to keep the Manager reasonably               

informed of the Artist’s whereabouts and availability at all times. 

2.5 The Artist agrees not to sign, accept, endorse, collect or deliver any bills, cheques and notes                 

without the consultation with the Manager, and also to reveal to the Manager all income including                

but not limited to public performance income, touring overages and radio and television             

appearance monies paid directly to the Artist. 

2.6 The Artist agrees to carry out to the best of the Artist’s ability and in punctual and sober                   

manner all reasonable agreements, engagements, performances and promotional activities         

obtained or approved by the Manager. 

2.7 The Artist agrees not to approve or permit any publicity and advertising without consulting it                

with the Manager first. 

2.8 The Artist approves the Manager to use the Artist’s name, photographs, audios, sound effects,               

caricatures, literary, artistic and musical materials for purposes of advertising and publicity in the              

promotion and advertising of any and all products and services. 

2.9 The Artist authorises the Manager to execute for the Artist in the Artist's name and/or on the                  

Artist’s behalf any agreements, documents and contracts provided that the Artist has been             

apprised of the material terms. 

2.10 The Artist expressly agrees that the Artist will not exert any of the powers granted to the                  

Manager by the foregoing power of attorney without the express prior consent of the Manager.               

All sums and considerations payable to the Artist by reason of the Artist's artistic endeavors shall                

be paid to the Manager on the Artist's behalf. 

 

Commision Rate and Term 

1. The Manager will retain from the Artist's gross monthly earnings at the of each calendar month                 

during the term hereof or any renewal, a sum of money equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the                  

Artist's gross monthly earnings (plus any applicable taxes, except Merchandise) and the Artist             

hereby assigns to the Manager an interest in such earnings to the extent of said percentage. 



2. The term "gross monthly earnings" as used in this agreement, refers to the total of all earnings,                  

whether in the form of advances, salary, bonuses, royalties or any other kind or type of income                 

which is reasonably related to the Artist's career in the entertainment, amusement, music             

recording, songwriting, music publishing, live performance in which the Artist's artistic talents are             

developed and exploited, received from any person, firm or corporation on the Artist's behalf. 

3. With the Merchandise we have a different deal, as a label we will invest in the merchandise, the                   

Artist will not invest any of its own money. Dvě piva will take the risk and therefore claims a bigger                    

Percentage of 40% of the net profit made of the merchandise.  

 

4. The Manager acknowledges that it shall have no rights in or to any stage or professional names                  

of the Artist. The Artist shall have and retain exclusive control over artistic and creative matters,                

provided the Manager shall be consulted on all such matters. 

General Agreements 

1. The term of this agreement is for undetermined time. The Artist hereby grants to the Manager                 

two irrevocable consecutive options to extend the term of this agreement for two periods of two                

years each upon all the terms and conditions thereof. The manager is free to terminate the                

contract if the artist does not apply to its tasks. 

 

2. If the artist splits up with the management company it owns the company 15% of Gross income                  

for the first year, 10% the second year and 5% the third year after the moment they break up.  

 

3. If the artist breaks up with the management four years after signing this contract the artist                 

owns 10% of gross income the first two years. 

4. The percentage will be of the following actions. 

g) Anything created during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

h) Anything recorded during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

i) Anything released during the time with Dvě Piva Management. 

Signature 

 

Hamburg, 10. 12. 2016 

 

Dvě Piva Management 

Represented by: Nicolas Van Dedem 

 

Artist: Propabandalarga 

 

 


